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INTRODUCTION OF WOMEN INTO WORK GROUPS
IN TRADITIONALLY MALE CAREER FIELDS:

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

Introduction

For many years prior to 1972, the relatively small number of4women in
the military seryices w9re assigned to a limitep number of traditionally
female tasks, such as nursing and clerical work (Thomas, 1978). In

recent years, however, changes in the military and in the American

. society in general have resulted in a climate increasingly conducive to
the development,of new roles for military women. In the Air Force, as in
the other military services the decision was made to expand the

utilization -of women to a wide range 'of Occupational specialties, and
many trapitionally male jobs have been opened to women.

,

The purpose of the present project was to identify prior re§earch
that was relevant to the individual, group, and organizational factors
involved in the introduction of women into work teams in traditionally
male career fields. In orders to identify potentially relevant
literature, several approaches were used, ihcludihg computerized
searches, the PsyCholOgice4 Research Services (psychological literature),
Sociological Abstracts (sodiological literature),' National -Technical
Information Service, and Government Prpitfhg Office (governmental reports
and documents), and ABI/Inform (business and management literature). A
non-cOmputerized index- of research on women, Women's Studies Index, was
consulted, along with the pamphlet collection on women, at the Md<eldin
Library of the University of Marxland. References were also gathered
.from Several bibliographies on women. Finally, researcherS who had
'recently published relevant articles were contacted for,information about
current research. )

.A review of -the literature that had been collected led to the

conclusion that there has been:little research on topics such as the"

characteristics of *men yitiO are successful in Such careers, the
behaviors' ariti traits of women who ere most effective arid accepted in work
groups, and "theibehaviors and.tfaits o%men who are.most effeCtive in'
working with ;and supervising women. However, a fairly large body of
relevant research is available concerning the problems women have in
traditionally male careers, :the role of one individual in a group or jol4

.women''s. Xntegretion. .into previoully' all-male colleges and military
OcgOemAes,''arldattitude pot:women..

HM"

A TeieW of the 'relevOit'esOirch literature suggests-several aVenues
for undprstandiv and facilitating the introduction of women ,Into
traditionally mide tareer fields. One method suggested Aly this
..14PrItyTe is to focus. primerAy on performance measures, such as the
phOical itrentith and'endurence requirements of basic training- and

vertain* military. jobs* Another me09idiois to study the 'more subtle

11... . '1'
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barriers,which seem to center around resentment at: the violation of the

traditional sex_ roles and the effects of "feminine" characteristics on

leadership and.performance.c

Most of the relevant literature concerns the problems woMen

experience rather than those methods which give insights into alleviating

the problems of women in non-traditional4 careers. Some research

indicates that special programs for women, which reduce contact between

women and their peers, tend to increase rather than decrease women's

problems in these careers.

Finally,\. it appears necessary not only to 'eliminate 'discriminatory

behavior toward women, 'but also to develOp and employ methods that

increase the successful introduction of women into non-traditional

careers. A potentially useful strategy to reduce some of the problems

women face in nontraditional fields may be to employ women in larger

groups, thereby avoiding the problems of isolation sand providing group

support and role model opportunities.

z
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ANNOTATEQ BIBLIOGRAPHY

Arkin, W., & Dobrofsky, L. R. Military socialization. Journal

of Social Issues, 1978, 34, 151-168.
. .

Military basic training appears to reinforce the masculine
self image regarding competition and aggression, ond the rejection
of intimmcy and warmth. It also fosters identification with the
work team through division of labor and groupipunishment. Some-

what inconsistent with this, is the encouragement of competition
within the team. ,

2. Ashburn, E. A. Motivation, personality, and work-related character-
istics of women in male-dominated professions. Ruth Strang Research
Award, Monograph Series, No. 2. Washington, DC:, NatignaT Association
for Women Deans, Adminis rotors, and Counselors, 1976.

44,

Women in high-leVel professions tend to be motivated by needs
for achi vement and aut nomy. They tend to be intelligept, inde-
pend sensitive to he feelings of others, but often somewhat

low in ego trengt than male counterparts. Women tend to be

less career c ed, although the basis of this is unclear, and
they serve a supportive, "strokifte function in the work environment.

_3. Bass, B. M. The orientation inventory. Palo Alto, CA: Consulting

Psychologists Press, 1979.
,

This test, based on Bass' theory of interpersonal belie ior in
organizations, consists of 27 forced-choice interest and opin on
items. There are three scales in the test): Self-Orientation,
Interactional-Orientation, and Task-Orientation.

Bass, B. M. Krusell, J., & Alexander, R. A. Male manager s atkues
toward working women. American Behavioral Scientist, 1971, 15,
221-236.

A survey pf male managers! attitudes toward working women
indicated that managers,belieied.that different treatment was
necessary. They respoltied unfavorably toward women's dependability

and supervisory poOptial, Tho,did not tend to discriminate
on the basis of capabilities,Jife-stylemottonality, or lack
of career orientatton. 'Managers who interacted with female co-
workers on other than a peer level had477,egative reactions.

Bayes, M., & Newton, P. M. Women in authority: A sociopsychological

analysis. Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, 1978, 14, 7-20.
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-The authors-analyzed the experiences of a woman Wager using
the paradigm of family interactions. The authors.noted that she

had little organizational support and could not control her staff

who often vied for power:, The conclusion was that her difficulties

-arose'from lack of training and sex role behaviors Inconsistent

with female leadership.

0

Beehr, T. A. Per.ceived situational moderators of the relation-

ship between subjective role/ambiguity and role strain. Journal

of Applied Psychology, 1976, 61_, 35-40.

The relationship of situational moderators (group cohesive-

ness, supervisor support, and autonomy) to four psychological

strains (job dissatisfaction, life dissatisfaction, low self-

esteem, and depressed mood) was invesligated. Group cohesiveness

had an inconsistent moderating influence on strain, and autonomous

individuals showed a lower relationship between role ambiguity and

psychological strain. Beehr cites brief measures of the modera-

tors and strains.

7 Bem, S. L. Beyond androgyny: Some presumptuous prescriptions

for liberated sexual identity. In J. Sherman & F. Denmark

s.), Psychology of women: Future directions of research.

New York: -Psychological Dimensions, in press.

Bem argues,that sexual orientation should be considered

independent of mental health. She proposes that masculinity

'brid feminity are complementary domains of positive traits, and

that an individual may be both masculine and feminine as the

situation demands. In addition, a healthy gender identity is

considered possible only when masculinity and femininity are

appropriately blended.

Beni, S. L., & Lenney, E. Sex-typing and the.avoidance of cross-

sex behavior. Journal of Personality and Social Psychology,

1976, 33, 48-54.

This report indicates, that sublects who wereated as more

sex-stereotypic (low ieanpogyny) felt miorei
g

disclinfort performing

sex-inaptiropriate behaviors and were less willing to be photo- (/

graphed at these tasks.

9. Beriins, J. I. New perspectives on sex roles andTe_rsonalitv

dimen.flons. Paper inesented at American-Psynological ASsocTation

MeetIng,ThiCago, l97§,

This study used scales to categorize subjects independently/

on dimeniion of masculinity and femininity, resulting in four

categories ( igh or low on ea h independent dimension). Ratings '-

were shown correlate with variety of measures such as autonomy,

suggesting that masculinity and femininity are ;Independent

dimensions rather than polar opposites.

4.4*11M:, :*r4ft"i4.001,": r
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10. Binkin, M., & Bach, S. J. Women and the military. Washington,k

DC: Brookings Institutlpn, 1227.

A review of the history and current role of women in the
military suggests that they are at least as competent as males
at various whtte7collar jobs. While 90me women may h4ve the
requisitg strength and endurance for battle-related jobs, per-
fectionibf measurement of physical attributes might be a neces-
sary prior condition for dpening up these jobs. Women have less
difficulty integrating into groups when the proportion of males
to females is less than 3:1.

11. Bowman, G. W., & Worthy, N. B. Are women executives people.?
Harvard Business Review, 1965, 43, 14-28, 164-174.

A survey of 2,000 executives, half male and half female,
indicated that men who woFk with women are more favorable to
women execupives. Male executives also indicated discomfort in
being suborainate to women, and about half of the executives felt
that women do not want aut4rity positions.

12 Brandt, S. J. Psychological correlates of occupational choice
in women (Doctoral dissertation, Adelphi University, 1977).
Dissertation Abstracts International, 1977, 38, 3563B.

Brandt a ministere'd the Jackson Personality Research Form
and Bem Sex Role Inventory to women majoring in elementary edu-
cationand the sciences. The science majors showed less feminine
sex typing and were higher in autonomy, achievement end dominance.

It was suggested tha't women who assume nontraditional roles show
fuller, more flexible personality styles.

13. Brannon, R. Measuring attitles toward women (and otherwise):

A methodological critique. In J. Sherman & F. Denmark (Eds.),

Psychology, of women: Future directions of research.' New York:
Psychological Dimensions, in pess.

This review evaluates techniques for assessing attitudes
in geneql and toward women in particular. Difficulties 'are

pointedIbut in overly simplistic measures and biased s.elf-reports,
and an emphasis is laid on multifactorial measures and careful
relation of the measures to observable behavior.

14. Brayfield, H., & Rothe, H. F. An.index of job satisfaction.
Journal of Applied Psychology, 1951, 35, 307-311.

This papei- describes the development of an 18-item Likert-
scored-job satisfaction scale, and reports a corrected reliability
of .87 and evidence for concurrent Validity.

5
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15. Brief, A. P., Rose, G. L., A Aldag, R. J. Sex differences in

, preference for job attOibutes revisited. Journal of Applied

Psychology, 1977, 62, 645-646.

6
In a nationwide survey of men and women in a varjety of joh

(ypes, respondentswere asked to rate the relative importance of

job attributes of high salary, security, short hours, advancement,

anti feelings of accomplishment., Correlations between male and

female ratings ranged from .9 to 1.0, indicating no sex difference

in pre'ference for )ob attributes.

16. Condry, J., & Dyer, S. Fear of success. Journal of Social Issues,

1976, 32, 63-73.

A review of the literature on far df success as a moti,ve

in women suggests a sijmational 'rather than motivational
pretation of fear of tuccess. Wow appear to fear, not success,
but the negative consequences of dgviating from traditional sex

roles in certain-situations.

17. Constantinople, A. Masculinity-femininity: An exception to a

famous dictum. Psychological Bulletin, 1973, 80, 389-407._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Constantinople reviews the theory and measurement of mas-

culinity-femininity as a unidimensional bipolar concept. She

concludes that evidence indicates the multidimensionality of the

construct. Current scales are based on the unidimensional view

of the construct, use sex Offerences in response as the primary

criterion, and are therefore inadequate as measures of masculinity-

femininity.

18. Coopersmith; S. The anteceds of self-esteem. San Francisco, CA:

W. H., Freeman & Co., 1967.

A self-esteem scale with high reliability and some rather

unsystematic evidence,of validity indicates that self:esteem

is multidimensional. The emerging factors thf self-esteem are:

self-deNgation, leadership-popularity, family-parents, and

assertiveness-anxiety.

19. Coye, B. F. The restricted unrestriceed line officer: The status

of the Navy's woman line officer. Naval War College Review, 1972,

53-63.

This report discusses the areas of discrimination against

women in the Navy. Coye cites the following as problems for

Navy women: assignment to traditionally female jobs; assigning

women into specialist rather than generalist positions; the

absence of career development patterns; and underutilization

of women line officers.

6 Jo



20. Cbye, B. F., Denby, S. P., Hooper, C. C.; & Mullen, K. Women

in Navy management. Naval War Colle_ge. Reyievi, 1973, ?5, 69-87.

A questionnaire surveying male and female Naval Offi.cers
reveals that women are confident in their abilities-but dissatis-

fied with unequal career opportunity. Men are more variable
andl'inconsistent, tending to maintain negativiattitudes based
on stgreotypes concerning women's abilities. That is, they

felt women could be effective managers but no-Cline officers.

21 Crowley, J. E., Levitin, T. E., & Quinn, R. P. Facts and fictions

about the American working woman. Paper presented at American

P yt-hological Association meeting, 1972.

The iuthors present survey results indicating that women
are less satisfied and more undierpaid in their jObs, partly as a
result of differing childhood socialization. The authors feel

that many stereotypes of working women are incorrect and result
from generalizing group characteristics to individuals within
the group.

22. DeFleur, L. B., & GillThan, D. Cadet beliefs, attitudes, and
interactions during the early phases of sex integration: Youth

4 rd Society, 1978, 10, 165-190.

Using a number of questionnaires, DeFleur and Gillman found

that women cadets believed their supervision to be fair but to
lack understanding, and that they were less accepted than male

counterparts. The presence of an overwhelming male majority among
peers and superiors, and emphasis on physical performance tend

to.reinforce these beliefs. Little interaction takes place between
male and female cadets, especially for males with highly tradi-

lional attitude ratings.

23. DeFleur, Ly B., Gillman, D., & Marshak, W. Sex integration of

the U.S. Mir Force Academy. Armed Forces and Society, 1978,

4,-607,622.

After,initial'contact with women, male attitudes at the Air
Force Academy become more rather than less tradttional. Although

training together, men and women were otherwise segregated, and

the emphasis on.physical strength led most women to perform at

a lower level than the men, them to be cast in traditional

roleslas well as resented by ma members of. their squadron.

24. Dempewolff A. Feminism and its correlates (Doctoral disserta-L__,

tion, Univ rsity of Cincinnati, 1972). Dissertation Abstracts

International, 1973, 33, 3918,
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This is a 56 item scale having questiOns on equal ability

and freedom 9f action for women, traditional social conduct

,for women, women's role in the family and women's legal and busipess

ability.

25 Durning, K. P. Women's experiences in male-dominated career

fields and work groups. Paper presented at Western Psychological

Assocfation Meeting, Seattle, WA, 1977.

r;
A Survey was conducted to determine the attitude differences

between Navy woMen in traditional and non-traditional fields,

and the effect of being a solo woman in themork group. Women in

nontraditional jobs took a more liberal view of their role in the

military and in society, and were more likely to perceive themselves

as victims of discrimination. Solo status did not affect ratings.

26. Durning, K. P,"-idomen at the Naval Academy: The first year of

integration (Technical Report 78-12). San Diego, CA: Navy *

Personnel Reseaech and Development Center, February 1978.

Specially designed questionnOres were used to evaluate

the integration of women into the Naval Academy, Results show

upper classmen opposed to integration and resistant to the idea

of women 9n shipboard, bykplebes were more favorable, and the

egalitarian attitude intleased with association with the.women.

Women tended to favor greater equality including shipboard duty.

27. Durryng, K. P., & Mumford, S. J. Differential perceptions of

orgagizational climate held by Navy enlisted women and men (Final

Repoftl. San Diego, CA: Navy Personnelikesearch and Development

Center, 1975.

A survey of Navy enlisted men and women using an organizational

diagnostic scale showed that at 1-ower career grades, women'per-

ceive the organizational climate morelavorably than do me. At

higher grades, there is a change, and women see -it as less rablE

than do men.

c28. Eagly, A. H. Sex differences in the relattonship between self-

esteem and susceptibility to sodal influence. Journal of

Personality, 1969, 37, 581-591.

Thit.paper presents a modified version of the. Janis-Field

Feeling of Inadequaty Scale, ftnd reports reasonable reliability

and somewhat variable correltAltions WO presumably Telated

measures.

29. Eskilson, A., & Wiley, M. G. Sex composition and leadership iv

small groups. Sodometrx, 1976, 39, 183-194.

8 12
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-' In three-persoi;,gr6ups, the effect of sex on leadership be-

havior was studied." When women achieved the leader rolerather
than being appointed, they became intensely involved in the task_
as well as in emotional support. Roth sexes were more direCtiv#
when the rest of the group was the same sex. In mixed groups, :two

men would essentiatlx ignore a woman leader, while a single male
follower tended to challenge the leader in the presence of another
female follower.

30. Evans, M. G. Conceptual and operational problems in the measure-

m?nt of various aspects of job satisfactiv. Journal of Applied

Psychology, 1969, 53, 93-101.

Evans suggests that overall job satisfaction is tHe product

of satisfaction with different facets of the job and the importance

of thOse facets. Furthermore, satisfaction with each facet of
the job is a function of the importance of goals for that fAcet
and the difference between 'goal tspiration and goal attainment.

No sex differences were-reported.

31. Fennell, M. L.,.Barohas, P. R., Cohçn, E. G., McMahon, A. M.,

& Hildebrand, P. An alternative pe spective on sex differences

in organizational settings: The process of legitimation. Sex

Roles, 1978, 4, 589-603.

The study suggests that differences in-group leldership
performance between men'and women are due less to differences

in sex-role socialization than to organizationally imposed low

legitimacy for women. Intervention techniques for.backing up .

wometi as leaders are.suggested.

Fitts,W Tenne ee self-concept.scale (Manual). Nashville, TN:

Counselor Recordings and Tests, 1964 and 1965.

This is a Self-concept inventory which provides an overall

self-esteem Score and'a complex self-concept profile. Reliability

and validity are adequate ta good, but ocia esirability aspects

ffiay be:confounded in the inventory.

,

33. French,,E, G. & Lesser, G. S. Some c aracteristics of the

achievement.moti've in women: Journal of Abnormal and Social

Psychology, 1964, 68, 119-128.

The Student Aqjtude Scile, a 65-item true-false questionnaire,
was used to ClaSsify women as valuing intellectuarachievement,
the.woman's role, or both. A projective achievement motivation

test revealed higher bchievement motivation when the task was

relevant to that ubject's values:



34. Fuller-, C. H. The,rol9 of women in the Navy: A study of atti2

tudes and scale development. San Diego, 4: Navy Personnel

Research and bevelopment-Eiboratory, June 1973. ,

Two surveys on the role of women in the Navy were conduct6d.

The surveys concerned reports of discrimination and attitudes

toward Navy women. Opinions of women's abilities were found to

be related to attitudes toward expanding the role ofjlavy women.

35. Galassi, J. P., DeLo, J. S., Galassi, M. D., & Bastien, S. The

college self-expression scale: A measure of assertiveness.

_Behavior. Therapy, 1974, 5, 165-171.

A 50-item self-report inventory on assertiveness was tested

on college Students, revealing males to be more assertive. Three

dimensions of assertiveness appear: positive,inegative, and

self-denial. Reliability estimates are high, 44hile concurrent

validity is significant but low (.19).

36. Galloway, J. M. The impact of the admission of women to the

.
service academies on the role of the woman line-offiCer, American

Behavioral Scientist, 1976, 19, 647-664.
t

This paper suggests that women in the service academies, can

compete successfulty, and that sharing the same program will help

them overcome initial hvtility from'their male counterparts.

It is noted that less is expected of women officers, and their

career aspirations are not always taken seriouslyA

.37. Gambrill, E D., & Richey, C. A. 41 assertion inventorycor use

in assessmek and research. behavior TherapY, 1975, 6, 550-561.

A 40-item self-report scale on assertion was constructed,

- with responses indiWing degree of discomfort and probability

of a response to Niarlbus situations. The scale appears to be

reliable and valid, with women showing reduced discomfort following

assertion training.

3 g. Gannon, M. J., & 'Hendrickson, D. H. Career orientation and job ,

satisfaction among working wives. Journal of Applied psychology,

1073, 57; 339-340.

'A survey of Working women was undertaken. The results

iTticated 00 job sattsfacpon, as measured by the Cornell Job

gcscriPtiOn 1,10e*, Was.,POr ed,with job involvement but up-

, related to fomny motrient.
,

39. Garland, H,, & Beard, J. F. Relationship between,self-monitoring

. and leader emergence across two task situations. Journal of

Applied Psychology, -1979, 64, 72-76.

.4Ari
"/
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Three-person same-sex-groups performed brainstirming and
anagram solution tasks. Female subjetts, high in self-monitoring,
were likely to emerge as leaders No relationship between self-
monitoring and leadership was fo d for males.

40t Goldman, N. The clanging role of women in the Armed Forces,
In J. Huber (Ed.), Changing_women in a chan9ing society. Chicago,
IL: UnIversity of az-icago Press, 1933.

\,

A review of the rple of women in the Armed Forces suggeSts
--a gradual increase in numbers and broadening of role for women
as a-result Of allIwolunteer service. While the military
requires.equal pay for equal work, women must search for equality
based on functional equivalence without the opportunity for
similarity of specialization.

41 A Good, J., Kirkland, r. R:, & Grissom, G. R. Workin .relatiopship5
betweed men and women:'_ Effects of sex and hleraychica1 position
on perceptions of self and other's in a work se ing (Technical,

Report No. 0. PtiMdefi5Eia, TA: University ty Sdience Center,
June 1979.

As
Uslng a modified version of the Bem Sex-RolP Inventory,.Good et al.,

revealed that supervisors are rateld higher on mascUline,attributes than

subordinates, and ,subordinates are rated higher on feminine attributeS
than supervisors of the same sex. Experience in mixed Sex groups
results in'higher ratings of each sex by the other.

42. Gordon, F. E., & Hall, D. T. Self-image and stereotypes
femininity: Their, relationships to women's role conflittsAild
coping. Journal of Applied Psychology, 1974, 59, 241-243.

A semant1c'differentia1 scale for assessing women's self-
image, female image of the feminine role, and women's perception
of the maleLimage of the feminine role shows that self-image
predicts style's of coping with role conflict and is associated
with satisfaction and happiness. Perception of male images
was the best predictor of types of conflicts experienced.



0. Gough, H. G. California psychological inventory. Palo Alto, CA:

Consulting Psycho ogists Press, 1979.

A 480-item trO -false inventory, about half of whose items

come from the MMPI, the California Psychological Inventory con-,
-tains several scales including self-esteem, and related concepts

like dominance and sociability, 'Extensive reliability and validity

data support the inventory, though it is best used when many

variab)es are bf interest rather than as a measure of self-esteem

alone.k

1

44. -Gough; H. G. Personal values abstract. Palo Alto, CA: Consulting

PsycholdOsts P-Feicj979.

This iristrument is an abbreviated version of Gough's California

Psychological Inventory. It is comprised,of three scales. The

'first scale, modernity, is a composite of the several CPI- scales

dealing with poise, self-assurance and tnterpersonal adequacy.

The second scale, femininity,.measures stereotyped feminine traits

The third scale, socialization, measures warmth, empathy, and

self-oonfidence. The scale has primarily been used in studies

of family planning.

45. Gough, H. G., & Heilbrun, A. B. The adjective checklist manual.

Palo Alto, CA: Consulting Psychologists Press, 1965.

A 300-item adjective ,checklist for tbtaining several indices'

of self esteem is presented. The test shows somewhat low test-

retest reliability and is related to measures of social' desirability.

While adjectives are very open to jndividual interpretation, this

is an efficient scale for measuring several variables.

.0.. GreenhaUs, J. H. An investigation of the role of career salience

in vocatibnal*behavior. Journal Of Vocational Behavior, 1971,

1, 209-216. /
,

A reliable vale for assessing career salience was applied

to both men and women, and career salience was related to congru-

ence between self-image and.Occupational.image for males but not

females. The relationship between congruence.ahd satisfaction did

not-differ as a function of career salience.

1%

.47. .

Hagen, R. L., & Kahn, A. Discrimination against gompetent women.

.Journal otAPplied Socia,lesych0210, 1976, 5, 362-376.
,

.
.

,This stu0 inclicateS
-ihot competent womeh Are subject to

,
diScriminatton in a situation where they interact with a man.

Whereas when men only observed performance, no discrimination was

evident. 'Competent women were more likely to be 'excluded from groups

than comktentleh, while incompetent women were more likely,to

be AnCluded) by'both male and female members.
. _
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74A. Hall, D, T, C reers in organizations. Patific Palisades, CA:
.0odyear, 1976.

This book presents a theoretical and empirical overview of
career choice, career development, career outcomes, and career
management. For the present research, the, most relevant topic
is career devOopment. Hall concludes that.the folloWiro bire sig-
nifidnt factors in career developm4kt and success: challenging
initial jobs; supervisory coaching and support; and feedback about
-performanct.

49. Hall, & Gordon, F. E. Career choices of married women:
Effects On conflict, role behavior, and satqfaction. Journal of
Applied PsychOlonv,,1973, 58, 42-48.

ir

A'Measure of conflftt from different sources indicates that
career women have more conflict than homemakers, but also tend
to have greater satisfaction. Home pressure was the greatest

, source of eonflict for both broups and part-time workers showed
greatest, conflict and'least ptisfkction.

'
50. .Heilman, M: E., & Guzzo, R. A. The perceived cause Of work success

as a mediator of sex discrimination in organizations. Orlanizational
Behavior and Human Performance, 1978, 21, 346-357.

-Th4 study provided subjects With diffedng explanations of
success (luck; ability, task difficulty) for men and women, and
found that organizational rewards (pay raises, promotions) tended
to be regarded as appropriate as a function of the attribution
of cause for success for both sexes.

51. Heilman, M, E & Kram, K. E. Self-derogating behavior--fixed or.
flexible: The effects of co-worker's sex. Organizational Behavior
and Human Perfornmnce, 1978, 22, 497-507.

In a joint decision-making situation, women tend to accept
blame for failure but not credit for success when the partner is
male, but these self,derogatory attributions, disappear when the
parther is female. .

52 . Helmreich, R., Stapp, J., & Ervin, C. The Texas social behavior
inventory (TSBI): An objective measure of self-esteem or social
competence, J$AS Catalog of Selected bocuments in Psyctiology,
1974, 4, 79.

The Texas SoCial Behavior Inventory consists of 32 statements
regarding social behavior to be rated for the degree to which they .

are charactiristicof the individual. The.scale is highly 'reliable,

.$hOW$ no Wiereli Se4 differences, exhibits good construct validity,
and is characterized by factors of confidence, dominance, and
social competence.
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53, Herman, J. B., & Gyllstrom, K..K. Working men and women: Inter-

ond intra-role conflict. Psychology of Women quartierly, F977,

1, 319-333.

Questionnaires concerning the degree of inter-role andsintra-

role conflict were administered to working men and women, revealing

.that interLrole conflict is a function of number of roles required,

for botb sexes. Pitra-role conflict is a function of the task

demands and is not related to the sex of the worker.

54. Holahan,.C. K., & Gilbert, L. A. lnterrole conflict for working

women: Career vs. jobs. Journal of Applied Psychology, 1979,

64, B6-90.

Differentiating a sample of womell into one subset wi.th careers
and a second subset who viewed their work as a job, Holahan-and Gilbert

found that career women indicated gr'eater commitment and. Ogher

aspirations, though no difference in work competence. Career

women reported a higher degree ,of emotional support from their

tiusbandse while the wamen having jobs reported greater role

olr

. Hollander, E. P. Composition counts: The behavior of women

and men in groups. Paper presented at Eastern Psych-OITOcal / .

At4iialfen Convention, 1979.

of A review of the literature on men ajid women ih leadership
roAs indicateseth0 male leaders are p ceived as more able,

and their performance is attributed to ability while spccess

for women leaders it attributed to luck.. However, thof women

who choose leadership roles show no differences from meg, while

-ther4 aresex differehces when individuals are thrust iNto.the-role.

a-

56. Hollandsworth. J. G., Jr., & Wall, K. E. Sex differences in

assertive behavior: An empirical investigation. Journal of

tounseling Psychology, 1977,,24, 217-222.

5

Differential responding to items on the Adult Self-Expression

Scale suggests that men are mdre-aSsertive in dealing with bossest-

'and soervisors, stating opinlims, and taking the initiative in.

sOcial'contact. Women are more assertive in expressing love,
affection', and compliments, as well at in expressing anger.

57 flUlin; C. L., Smith P. C., Kendall, L. M,, & LOcke, E. A,

Cornell studies in 'Cob satisfactio model and method of iteasurina

o sat s act on. t aca, orne Un vers ty,

One of the most carefullg developed and frequentl cited

miasures of job satisfaction, the JD' includet 5 scales; dealing

withrSatisfaction with work, pay, promotion, co-workers and

\supervisors.

Vtr,'
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Ickes, W., & Barnes, RoD. Sex and self-monitoring,in dyads-.
Journal of Personal i ty'ifiid Social Psychology, 1977, 35, 315-330.

1

16 In an unstructured same-sex dyadic interaction, women showed
greater involvement than men. Those classified as high on Snyder's
Self-Monitoring Scale were more likely to initiate conversation,
experienced Officulty interacting with low self-monitorine
people, and perceived their own and partner's behavior in a manne'r
consistent with the concept of self-monitoring.

1)9. Jacobson, M. B., & Effertz, J. Sex roles and leadership:
Perceptions of the leaders and the led. Oraanizational Behavior

-and Human Performance, 1974, 12, 383-396.

In a group performance tAsk in which the sex of gie leader
and of the followers was randomly varied, female followers
were evaluated more harshly than male followers, but male aders
more harshly than females. No difterences in the enjoyment
of leadership were evident.

60: Jacobson, M. B.) & Koch, W. Women as leaders: Performance
evaluation as a function of method of leader selection. Organizationa
Behavior and Human .Perfonnance, 1977, 20, 149-157.

Female confederates were made leaders in a dyadic task with
a male subject, with leadership Ased on: their sex, chance,
or success on a pretest. The latter more equitable method
resultedln less blame from males after failure and more credit `.

after success.

61.r,Johnson, C. D. Cory, B. H., Day, R. W., & Oliver, L. W. Women
content in the ArmyW4forger 77 (Special (teport S-7). Alexandria,
VA: U.S. Army Research Inlitute in tHe Behavisbryl and Social
Sciences, May.1978.

)

Cinbat support unit performance was as good in mixed-sex
units as in all-male units. Although women started with lower
perfonnahce ratings, they ended with ratings equal to or higher
than their male counterparts. Some negative ratings of women
appear to be connected with the greater physical labor required
by enlisted men and NCOs when tasks are deemed too physically
taxing for women.

62,-il6inn;

,

R.L., O)fe, D. M., Quinn, R P., Snoek, P. J., & Rosenthal,
A. Orgahtiational stress:, 'Studies in role conflict and

ambiguity. New York, NY: JOhn Wiley & Sons, 1964.

. The reaction of an individual to role .conflict (incompatible
expectations) and role ambiguity (unclear expectations) depends
on personality predispositions and contemporaneous r'elations
with the members of,the role set.

I.

)
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61. Kanter, R. M. Some effects of proportions on group life: Skewed

sex ratios and responses to token women. American Journal of

S çjg,qy 1977, 82, 965-990.

Interviews wilh female and male sples'persons in a heavily

male environment reveal three pressures on women: increa?td

ility and scrutiny; people exaggerating male and female

ifferences; and perle treating all women as though, they were

alike.

1

64. Kanter, R. M. Men and women of the cor oration. New Ydk, NY:

Basic Books, 1977.

In a case study of a multina-lional corporation, Kanter

has identified soMe work problems of female clerical workers and

female managers. Kanter concludes that many traits ascribed to

women which are seen as cau ing ineffective work behavior, e.g.,

low aspirations, concern w h social rewards, and overcontrol

of subordinates, result f their position in the.organization

rather'than from psycholo cal.characteristics of' women.

65. Kelly, J. A., & Worrell, T. New formulations of sex roles and

androgyny: A critical review. Journal of Consulting and'Clinical

Ps ch lo 1977, 45, 1101-1115.
*.

views work with 4 sex-role orientation scales.that conceive

of masculinity And femininity as orthogonOrl.dimensions, People

high on both dimensions (androgynousten to have more effective

behaviors; and masculine people do betcerf than feminine or un-

differentiated types. The advantage in a drdgyny may be related

to greater social utility, of masculine-t ped behavior.

6fi Knox, N. B.. Sex-role orientation and self-esteem in career . .

committed and home7oriented women (Doctoral dissertaltion, Carifornia

School of Professional Psychology, 1977). Dissertation Abstracts

Internatibnal, 1977, 38, 4466B. 1
,_

A,



Surveys of sex-role orientation and sey-esteem were given
to career oriented and home-oriented women. No differences in
sex rolle orientation or self-esteem occurred as a function of
career orientation, but momen with androgynous orientations had
higher self-esteem.

67 Lenney, Women'-s self-confidery. Psychological Bulletin
1977, 84, 1-13.

literattre review suggests that women tend to have lower
self-confidence, reducing perforMance and initiOtive. Situational

,variables sah as sex-typing of the task, feedback, and compariSon
with others affects women's self-confideAe.

68 Lever, J., & Sch rtz, P. Women at Yale. Indianapolis, IN:
'Bobbs-Merrill, 19 1.

The unique 'problems faced by the first women at Yale revolved
around their conspicuousness--they were centers of attention ,

.with little time to support each other, and stressed because
Vaditional sex roles seemed inappropriate. ',Men were someWhat
wistful and unclear how to act, wishing to maintain the tradi,-
JJonal nckion of the Yale community.

69. Levcilson, D. J., Darrow, C. N lein, E. B., Levinson, M. H.,
& McKee; B. The seasons of a man'-s life. New York, NY:li Knopf,
1978. .

In this study of adult development, Levinson, et al., identify
the mentor as a significant figure )n the work life of many young
men The mentor is an advisor, sponsor and friend who initiates
the young man into the world of work, acquainting him with its
norms And facilitating his advancWent. The authors note that
women's advancement is often hampered by the u vailability Of
mentors.

O. docke, k. A. The pature Asd causes of job s tisfaction. In

M. D.4Dtinnette (Ed.), Handbook of industrial 4nd organizational
psychology. Chicago, fl: -Rand McNally, 1976.

This is a comprehensive review of the theoretical and
empirical:literature on job satisfaction. Among the topics
coveted are: definitions of job satisfaction; models of job
satisfaction; conseqUences of satisfaction; work attributes
related to job,satisfaction; and measures of job 'satisfaction.

J'A)

Maccoby, E. /E., & Jacklin, C. N. The psychology of sex differences.
Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1974.

... \
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This is an extensive review and annotated bibliography

(updating in earlier Maccoby book) on sex differences. The litera-

ture most relevant for this research concerns: achievement

motivation; self-esteem; dependency; cooperation and competition;

dominance; and conformity.
'-

,#

-
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72. Meeker, B. F., & Weitzel-O'Neill, P. Sex roles
)
and inter-

personal behavior in task-oriented groups. Ainerican Sociological

Review, 1977, 42, 91-104.

Meeker and Weitzel-O'Neill found that sex differenc s in

,interpersonal behavior in Osk-oriented groups were notIa function

of the °instrumental" approach of men and "social" approa h in

women, but rather due to status differences. Since men have

higher status, they are expected to be more competent and competi-

tive behavior is more legitimate for them than for women.

73. Miller, J., Laboviti, S., & Fry, L. Inequities in the organiza-

tional experiences ofowomen and m6n. Social Forces, 1975, 54;

36S-381,

Surveyi' of various organizations indicate that men have,

more friendship choices, greater access to the authority structure,

and are accorded gre#terirespect on their judgments. The surveys

a\so indicated that 4ob strain was greater for women with high

leVe) jobs and less when women ire in low level jobs.

74. Mohr,'E. S., Rowan,-Gr P., & Reidy, R. F. Women and ROTC summer

camp, 1975 (Technical Paper 293). Arlington,.VA: U.S. Army

.
Pesearch\Institu%e in the Behavioral and Social Sciences, Septe'Pnbr

1978. \

Ih an ROTC summer training camp, women cadets were rated

lower by platoon officer evaluators as well as by both male and

female peers. These ratings may be confounded with the combat-

preparation o0entation of the camp, since womtn are barred from

combat roles. .

75. Nieva, 'V, F., St'Gutek;\B A. Sex effects on the evaluation of=

, qualifications and Ovfoiance. Academy of Management Review,

in press.

This reyiew concluies that women of equal qualifications

. are, 041 tied /40 POSitively for hiring, and causal attributions

4re 10 faVotible. Acta1 performance results are mixed, but

end to bemore heavily penalized for sex-role,incongruent

behavior. Results suggest that competent women are underrated

while less competent women are overrated; but historical trends

-suggest some choneng of the imbalance.



76. O'Farrell, B. Women and blue collar work. Paper presented at
Industrial Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
January 1978.

Women who select non-traditiondi blue-collar jobs do so for
cheiTlenge, independence, and sense bf satisfaction and personal
growth. While job satisfaction is higher for women who remain
in non-traditional jobs than women in tradctional jobs or men
in either type of job, stress and lack of support due to being
a minority are still evident barriers.

77. O'Leary, V. E. The acculturation of women into manegemeek
Unpublished manuscript, Oakland University, undated.

The difficulties facing women as a function of promotion
into management include negative reactions from husband, added
work, fear of locking skills, awkward social, situations with
diffitulty winning acceptance and discomfort working with men,
and the political and role.problems of being pulled in many.
directions.

Peplau,-L. A. Impact of fear of success and sex-role attitudes
on women's competitive achievement., Journal of Personality and
Social Psychology, 1976, 34, 561-568.-7

In a verbal task, women with traditional sex-role attitudes
perform better in cooperation with boyfriends than in competition,
whereas the opposite pattern holds for those with non-traditional
attitudes. Fear of success has less impact on performance except
when combined with ,traditional sex-role attitudes.

79. Peters, L. H.,'Terborg, J. R., & Taynor, J. Women as Managers
scale (WAMS): A measure of attitudes toward women in management
positions. JSAS Catalog of Selected Documents in Psychology,
1974,' 4, 27.

,A scale to evaluate attitudes toward women in management
positions describes three contributing factors; a traditional
sex role factor, a concern with feminine "barriers," such as
pregnancy and menstruation, and a set of manager descriptive'
traits which are also attributed to males in general. The scale
shows a corrected reliabiltty of '.91.

80. Piliavin, J. A., & Martin, R. R. The effects of sex composition
of groups on style of social inieraction. ex Roles 1978, 4,
281-295.



An analysis of ttli, interpersonal interactim, in four-person dis-

cussion groups reveals that in same-sex groups behavior tends toward

traditional stereotypes (male-task oriented, female-socioemotional),

but in mixed-sex groups they are less likely to indulge in stereo-

typic behavior.

L.)

81. Priest, R. F. Cadet attitudes toward women-1975. West Point,

NY: Office of the Director of 1,nstittif-T5T1 Pesearch, United

States Military Academy, May 1976.

A survey of West Point cadets prior to integration of female

cadets indicated an overwhelmingly negative attitude toward

integration. Priest suggests that interaction with female cadets

along with cadets receiving information regarding the stringency

of entrance requirements for women will alleviate some of this

negativism.

82. Pries.t., R. F., & Prince, H. T. Women at West Point: Their

performance and adjustment. West Point, NY: Office of the

.
Director of Institutional Research, United States Military

Academy, Februarly 1979.

Reviewing the research on the integration of women into

West Point, Priest and Prince found that women's leadership

ratings show the same\pattern of correlations with other variables

as do men's, but there are differences in preferred lifestyle

after graduation from the Academy.

83. Rapoport, R., & Rapoport, R. N. The dual career familY: A

variant pattern and social change. Human Relations, 1969, 22,

Dual career families are subject to stress on several dimensions

including role overload taxing the energies of both members.

Other significant sources of stress include sex role conflict

vis-a-vis both the spouse and societal expectations, social

obligations, and unequal career achievement.

84. Rizzo, J. R., House, R. J., & Lirtzman, S. I. Role conflict

and ambiguity in complex organizations. Administrative Science

guarterly,, 1970, 15, 150-163.

A questionnaire administered to samples within an orginization

yielded two independent factors--role conflict and role ambiguity.

Ambiguity surprisingly correlated more highly with satisfaction

variables and both scales correlated negatively with need ful-

.

fillment and leadership behaviors.
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85. Ru6le, D. N., & Higgins, E. T. Effects 'of group sex composition
on 5elf-presentation and sex-typing. Journal of Social Issues,
1976, 32, 125-132.

Ruble and Higgins found that in small groups, subtle changes
in group,sex composition-have dramatic effects, such that a single
woman in a four-person group tends to choose "masculine" opinions,
while the presence of two women leads to greater consideration
of "feminine" opinions by both sexes.

86. SafiliOs-Rothschild, C. The influence of the wife's gpgree of
work commitment upon some aspects of family orgpizatTon and

, dynamics. Journal of Marriage and the Family, 1970, 32:681-691.

z

Working wives with high work commitment were more satisfied
with marriage, perceived themselves as*prevailing in decision-
making, giving in less often in disagreements, and generally
possessing more freedom. Those with low work commitment generall;
perceive decisions and resolution of disagreement AS a joint
effort, and have a restricted amount of personal freedom. The
most relevant part of this paper is the measuf.e of work commitment.

87. Savell, J. M.,.Woelfel, J. C., Collins, B. E., & Bentler, R. M.
A study of male and female soldiers' beliefs about the "appropriate-
ness" of various jobs for womed-in the military. Sex Roles,
1979, 5, 41-50.

Eight-hundred soldiers were given a questionnaire dealing
with the appropriateness of Army jobs for women. Only one job
was judged by a ma4ority as inappropriate--rifle-carrying infantry
foot'soldier. All\other j,obs, including those involving potential
danger and authority over men, were judged by a majority as
appropriate.

4114.

88. Schein, V. E. The relationship between sex role stereotypes
and requisite management characteristics. Journal of Applied
Psychology, 1973, 57, 95-100.

This report indicates thdt the_personal characteristics
rated as important for a manager are perceived as being less
likely to be possessed by women.

89. Schein, V. E. Individual pour and political behaviors in
ortanizations: An inadequatery explored reality. Academy of
Management Journal, 1977, 2, 64-72.

In a theoretical analysis of organizational politics, Schein
describes power bases and methods for using power. She recommends

' further Yesearch on this unexplored area.

21
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90.. Schein, V. E. Sex role stereotypinp, ability and performance:

Prior research and new directions. Personnel Psychology, 1978,

31, 259-268.

A literature review suggests that women are placed as managel

according to sex roie stereotypes concerning their probable
effectiveness rather than based on their objective abilities.

Also, they tend to be inadequately trained. Moreover, women

managers and to be excluded from the poltitical network, limiting

their acquisition and ee of power.

91. SiJith, E. R., (erree, M. M., & Miller, F. D. ShOrt scale of

attitudes toward feminism. Representative'Research in Social

psycholoa, 1975, 6, 51-56% .

This paper describes the develormat of a 20-item scale

measuring attitudes toward feminism. The scale shows good

reliabiliq and correlates with activigm in and identification

with the women's movement.

92. Snyder, M. Self-monft,oring'and expressive behavior. Journal

of Personality and Social Psychology, 1974, 30, 526-537.

A scale is developed for assessing self-monitoring of ex-

jpressive behavior (i.e., the degree to which facial and vocal

expression can,be.controlled to serve internal and sit1iptional

demands).- An internally consistent 'and temporal:ly stab/r/scale,

shows reasonable Albncurrent and discriminative validity in

a'irariety of experimental situations.

93. Spence, J. T., & Helmreich, E. The attitudes toward women scale:

An objective instrument to measure attitudes toward the rights

and roles of women in contemporary society. JSAS Catalog of

P Selected Documents in Psychology, 1972, 2, 66.

Spence and Helmreich developed a 56-item scale for measuring

,attitudes toward women, and validated it on a large college age

and parent population:of males and females. Factor-analysis

revealedloadings on attitudes about masculine superiority ind

the patriarchal family (in the male sample); equality of oppor-

.Aunity, ond beliefs about social-sexual relationships., 4

94 Spence, J. T., & Helireich, R. L. Masculinity and femininity:

Their piychological 'correlates and antecedents. kustin, Tx: *

University of Texas. Press, 1978.

The book summarizes research on sever'al-scales related to..

femininity inCluding the Personal Attributes Questionnaire (MO),

.JAttltudes toward Women Scale (AWS), and Various measures of need

or achievement/ The Work and Family Orientation Questionnaire
(W9F0) was developed ti a measure of achievement. motivation

-and aSpiratioOirtvealtng factors of work Orientation, eomgeti-

tiveness, mastery:and personal unconcern.
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95. Spence, J. T., Helmreich, R., & Stapp, J. A short version of
the attitudes t n scale (AWS). Bulletin of the Psychonomic
SP(iet, 1973, 91-220.

A short form of the Spence-Helmreich,(1972) Attitudes toward
Women Scale correlated .95 with..the long form. Results using
the short form indicated that female students a're more liberal
in their attitudes than males, mothert more lf,beral than'fathei-s,
and students more liberal,than parents.

N5h,

9 Spencer, D. .Toward the Army of the 1980' A study of male-.;
attitudes towi7-aWomen as combatants (Final eport). Ft. Leavenworth,
KS: Army Command and.General Staff College, 'June 1978:-

A sample of CGSC class of 1978 students responded ta i survey
op attitudes toward wpmen,-indicating favorably egalitarian social
belief's, except with regard to combat and readiness, where more
traditional beliefs were expressed. The issues of, readiness
and women in combatmere s ongly related.to sex-role perceptions.

97. Stake,-J. E. Women's self-estimafe's of competence and the reso-,
lution of the'career/home conflict. Journal of Vocational Behavior',.
1979, 14, 33-42."

Female business students and alumnae completed an'Aititudes
toward Women Scal'e and.t Performance SOf-Esteem,Scale (PSES).
High UES ratings *ere positively related to non-traditional
sex roTe attitudes and negatively related to family involvement,
while low PSES ratings were ()ply weakly related to these variables.

a

Stein, A H.. & Bailey, M. M. The socialization-of achievement
orientation in females. ysychological Bulletin, 1973,'80, 345-366.

_

Stein and Bailey review the ltterature on need for achievement
- in womes, concluding that-thisfneed is channeledAy sex role
.expectations into achievement in the-:sociil -arena, but that this
'behavior is not a result of need for affiliation. The concept
orachievemea motivation as is bsoally afined is -bawl on
male .sexlimole expectitions and,is inappropriate for describing

,
female achievellisht, behavior.
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99, Tailor. S. E. StructUral aspects'of'prejudice i.eduction: The
caSe of token 6tegration.- Unpublished paper,.Harvard University,

Taylor-descrUes exPerimental research relevant to Kanter's
dilCUS09,1 Of 4h0.4101010man. oTaylbr reports theresults of -

studies lp whichCollege,14rdents obseryesi a group that diffired
in the degree 'of racial' inegration: allWte;. one black;4 g

or'equal numbers of White% and blacks:' The4solo,b1(ack received-
..

more.attention. 'More of ishot he 54* As remembered and.he was
',Seen .as more influential.* The solo'ilictividual was seen as hayin9 ,

asptAciai, but pot-4 leacierpip rolei1 , 4
q, .. , , p
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IOC. Terborg, J. R., & Ilgen, U. R. A theoretical approach to sex ,

discrimination in traditionally masculine occupations. Orpniza-

tional Behavior and Human Performance, 1975, 13, 362-376.',

A simulation of hiring and adyancement practices revealed

tiat, while women are equally likely to be hired as men, they

ar offered lower starting pay. Once hired, women tend to be

assigned more routine tasks, and second year advancement tends

to increase the gap between men's and women's salaries. Women's

advancement is perceived to result from luck, whereas men are

perceived to advance as a function of performance.

101 The role of women in the military. Hearings before the Subcommittee

onsPriorities and Economy:,in Government, 1975.

In a discussion of problems faced by women in the military,

Naval wives revealed that they ara concerned about their husbands

serving with women. Also discussed was the problem of jobs and

'career advancement being blocked to women due to severely limited

housing and the restrictive non-battle status for women.

102. Thomas,,P.- Why women enlist: The Navy as an occupational choice

(Technical Report TR 77-20). San Diego,'CA: Navy Person41

Research and Development Ceriter, March 1977.

Women appear to enitst in the Navy for rough)y ihe same

'reasons as men, but the occupational values of the women are

less appropriate for the non-traditjonal jobs to which they

may be assigned. Women were more negative toward physical risk,

monotony, and jobs dealing with materials or machines rather

than people,

103 Thomas',"P. J. Role of women in the militar : Austrilia Canada, .

The United Kingdom and the Unite ta es Technica Report 8 0).

San Diego, CA: Navy Personnel Research and Development Center,
,

% May 1978.

rThOnias reviews research on the role of women in, the military,

focusin9 on whether society is ready for-women in tombat, whether

women are physically capable of combat, and.on the effect of

integrating'military units on their order and discipline.

It is noted.that previously little attention was paid to women's

career behavidr or interpersonal problemvin_cross7sex supervision

c.
and-leadership, but the role of women iR the military is curreatly___L,

being redefined more liositOely. .

,104. Thomas, P. J. The female Naval officer: 'What is,her role? .

.Paper;presented at the American Psycholegical Association Convention,

Toronto, Canada August 1978.
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This research was undertaken to determine Oe attitudes- of
midlevel female Naval officers. In general, these women favored
equal opportunity for Naval men and wonen, including competition
for available billets. These women.also reported that negative
male aftitudes interfered with their work.

105. Thomas, P. J., & Durning, K. P. The military woman and the Navy
wife. Paper presented at the 84th Annual Convention of the
TiiiiFtcan Psychological Association, Washington..DC, September 1976.

There was little difference in the female role concepts
of Navy wives.and women in the Navy. Navy wives, do not.exhibit
negative reaCtions to an integrated work environment, but Navy
women eXpress dissatisfaction over on-the-job relationships
with Navy men.

106-- Tressemer, D., & Ple,ck, J. Maintaining iknd ,chanoing sex-role.
boundaries in men (and women'. Conference on Women: Resource

'for a Changing World, Radcliffe,Instttute, Cambridge, MA, April
17-18, 1972.

This.paper infers maladaptive styles of male responte to
female success, including stereotyping and hostile resistance.

107. :,Vitters, A. G. Report of the admission of women to the,U.S.
Military Academy (Project Athena II). West Point, NY; Department
of Behavioral Sciences and Leadership, United States Military
Academy, Jane 1978.

This report states that later classes of women in the military
academy are performing better than the first class, but stereo-
types among male cadets perSist, resulting in difficulty with
fraternizing, occasional pranks and jokes, etc. The role of
cadet leaders in encouraging women is seen as crucial.

4'4

106. Vittei-s, A. G., & Kinzer, N. S. Report of the admission of
women to the U.S. Military Academy (Project Athena):- West Point,
NY: Department ofIehavforal §cfences and Leadership, United
States,Military,Academy, September 1977.

Women enter the 404emy with goals similar to their male,'
counterOrts, but differ in'their physical aptitudes and atti- .

tudes tOWard the roleof.i4oMen. Negative-attitudes among male
cadets persist, especiplly upper classmen in units with no women.
The generally lower physical aptitude of women contributes to
the perception th0 they .2clo not belong," and in general women
icadets are'not'accepted as peers.

4.1i/MOiagel.0 " 4 Vn r .
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109 White, M. S. Measuring androgyny in adulthood. psychology of

Women Quarterij, 1979, 3, 293-307.

Using Bakan's distinction betweeri agericy and ,communion to

develop an adjective checklist scale, White found that women

high in both agency and communion have advantages over those

high in only one or neither characteristic.

110 Winter, D. G,. 144 power motive, New York, NY: The FreeYre5s,

1973.

Winter-discuses the power motive in terms of a disposition

to siIve fqr certain goals (i.e., acquisition and Use of power)

or to e affected by certain incentives. He developed a scoring

,system for a set of TAT-like pictures, scoring response in terms

of power imagery. Widely varying estivates of reliability are

presented, and relations to other varizibles such as need to

achieve are suggested.

/11 Wolman, C., & Frank, H. The sblo woman in a professional peer

group. American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 1975, 45, 164-171.

Within small groups, T-groups or.psychiatric work grou0s,

.a solo woman tended to be isolated and kept from power, either

by ignoring the womad-or labél,ing her behavior with'an appropriate

stereotype.

Women in the Army study. Prepared by the Office of Deputy Chief
112

of Staff i.or Personnei, Department of the Army, Washington, DC,

December 1976,

Probiem,areas r women in the military include baSic and

occupational specialt training recordg, the role of women officers;

pregnancy, and attitudes of persOnnel to the use of women in

the Awiespecially regarding combat,t,

113.. Zellman, G. The role of StructUrarfactors in limiting women's

institutional participation. Journal of Social Issues, 1976,

32,33-46. or

:;

...Zelman sugge$ts that the,work place is structured around

..411.011§'VtitteAlbd.tbWfO$Ults
in.barriers to full steMale.partici-

Otioh. 1110$e. bOrrier$ Include inflexibility regaking the home

and thild-care',46 Segregation in the' work place, lack of on-the-

job training opportunities, and differing.background experiences

such is-the military.
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114. 7iller, R,, Hagey, J., Smith, M., &long, B. Self-esteem: A
self-social construct. Journal of Consulting.,and Cliryfcal

Psychology, 1969, 33, 84-95.

This paper presents a self-esteem scale in which -one must
locate oneself relative to successful and less successful people.

.

The scale shows reasonable reljability liut questionable validity
in that it does not correlate with other self-esteem measures'.

'
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